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Relativistic baroclinic effect in electron two fluid plasma
電子二流体における相対論的傾圧効果
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We investigate the relativistic baroclinic effect by three dimensional electron two fluid plasma simulation
with the parameters relevant for high intensity laser experiments. Due to the return current by cold electrons,
highly relativistic plasma is sustained for long time. The observed relativistic baroclinicity is more than twice
larger than conventional thermal baroclinic effect. Although the spacial structure of the thermal and relativistic
baroclinic terms are identical on shock front surface, the separation of spatial structure is observed in post shock
region, and amplitude ratio is larger than that on the shock front.

1 Introduction

It has been a big mystery how the seed (primordial) mag-
netic field is generated in the universe. In fluid descrip-
tion of plasma, magnetic field is coupled with mechani-
cal vorticity, then represented as curl of canonical vorticity
P = mV+qA, where V and A are fluid velocity and vector
potential, m is the mass of the particles and q is the charge.
The time evolution of P is written as

∂t P + (∇ × P) × V = −∇
(

mV2

2
+ h + qϕ

)
+ T∇σ,

where ϕ denotes electrostatic potential, T is the tempera-
ture and σ is the specific entropy. The only available term
to generate magnetic field is ∇T ×∇σ which is called ther-
mal baroclinic term. However the preceding work in as-
trophysics elucidated that thermal baroclinic effect cannot
generate seed magnetic field enough to be grown to the
present field [1]. The early universe was almost thermal
equilibrium, which is why the baroclinic term was sup-
posed to be weak.

Mahajan and Yoshida proposed a novel mechanism of
vorticity generation by relativistic effect [2, 3]. The rela-
tivistic equation of motion in the reference frame is written
as

∂t P + (∇ × P) × V = −∇ (hγ + qϕ) +
T
γ
∇σ,

where γ denotes the Lorentz factor. In addition to the ther-
mal baroclinicity (ST = γ

−1∇T × ∇σ), there appears “rela-
tivistic baroclinic term” SR = T∇γ−1 ×∇σ. This new term
has potential to generate seed magnetic field because even
in almost thermal equilibrium SR can be finite.

Our next step is to verify the relativistic baroclinic
effect experimentally. Recent progress in high intensity

laser experiments enables us to obtain relativistic electron
plasma, and some of the preceding works showed the mea-
surement of generated magnetic field in high accuracy [4].
The relativistic baroclinicity is expected to be verified in
such high intensity laser experiments. In this study, we
conduct numerical simulations of electron plasma with the
parameters relevant for laser experiments. In the typical
time scale of these experiments, the ions are assumed to be
immovable. The high γ state is realized by charge neutral-
ization due to the return current of cold electrons, other-
wise the drag force by the electric field reduces γ signifi-
cantly. Therefore our simulation model consists of hot and
cold two components electron fluid.

2 Basic equations

We calculate nonlinear evolution of two temperature elec-
tron fluid and Maxwell’s equations:

∂tNh,c + ∇ · (Nh,cvh,c) = 0

∂t Mh,c + ∇ · (Mh,cvh,c + ph,cI) = −Nh,c(E + vh,c × B)

∂tEh,c + ∇ · [(Eh,c + ph,c)vh,c] = −Nh,cE · vh,c

∂t B + ∇ × E = 0

∂t E − ∇ × B − ϵ−2(Nhvh + Ncvc) = 0,

where N = nγ (n : rest number density), M = Nhγv,
E = Nhγ − p (p : pressure), I is the unit tensor, E is the
electric field, and B is the magnetic field. The indices h and
c represent hot and cold component respectively. The vari-
ables are normalized as v → v/c, x → x/L, t → t/(L/c),
B → B/(mc2/Lq) and E → E/(mc2/Lq), where c is the
speed of light, L is characteristic scale length, m is the
electron mass and q is the elementary charge. The scale
parameter ϵ is given as

√
mc4/4πq2n0/L. We assume ideal

gas (h = 1 + Γp/(Γ − 1)n, Γ = 4/3).



3 Numerical simulation

Figure 1 illustrates the initial configuration. Hot and cold
electron fluid are separated by different contact surfaces
for the density and the temperature. Temperature discon-
tinuity is located at z = −0.6. For z < −0.6, temperature
of hot/cold electron is denoted as T 0

h/T
0
c , and T 1

h/T
1
c for

z > −0.6. Density discontinuity is located at z = −0.2 and
perturbed with amplitude of 0.2 along z direction and 0.1
along x−y direction randomly. In the same way as the tem-
perature discontinuity, we denotes the density of hot/cold
electron before and after discontinuity as n0

h/n
0
c and n1

h/n
1
c .

We set the initial density as n1
h = αn0

h, n0
c = 1.0 − n0

h and
n1

c = 1.0 − n1
h, and the initial temperature as T 1

h = βT
0
h and

T 0
c = T 1

c = T 1
h . Marquina’s relativistic flux split algorithm
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Fig. 1 Initial configuration

is used for solving the equation of motion [5]. The spacial
accuracy is second order by MUSCL interpolation. The
time integral is third order TVD Runge-Kutta method.

We show the result of the simulation for n0
h = 0.9, α =

10−3, T 0
h = 2.0 (∼ 1 MeV), β = 10−2 and ϵ−2 = 20 (cor-

responding physical parameter region is n0 ∼ 1021 /cm3

and L ∼ 10 µm). The simulation is conduct up to t = 20.
The simulation box moves along z direction with vz at
z = 0, which is equivalent to the velocity of shock front.
Figure 2 is snapshots of rest density distribution. Ini-

Fig. 2 Three dimensional density evolution

tially Richtmyer-Meshkov instability occurs then density

is stirred. Due to the return current by cold electron, highly
relativistic state is sustained for entire calculation time. By
decreasing α, corresponding to decreasing two fluidness,
hot electron’s velocity becomes non relativistic. We inves-
tigate the baroclinic effect in the final state. The norm of
SR and ST on z-slice is depicted in Fig. 2. On z = 0.0 slice,
which corresponds to the shock front surface, the baro-
clinic terms form filament like structure. The amplitude
of |SR| is twice larger than |ST|. Both terms are spatially
identical except for near the center. On z = −1.5 slice, post
shock region, baroclinicities are 10−3 smaller than those on
z = 0.0 slice. However |SR| and |ST| have different spacial
structure, and amplitude ratio is around sixth. From these
observations, the characteristics of relativistic baroclinicty
is observable in post shock region.

Fig. 3 Spatial profiles of |SR| (left) and |ST| (right) on (a) z = 0.0
slice and (b) z = −1.5 slice
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